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DESIRE  

i have been no place awake that is as
beautiful as the rip in the sky my sisters
grew one morning out of a holy boredom. 

i am called into this tear in the sky
to the pulpit of sisterhood. 
                    this autumn where the sun
eases into the night      is all love
like an orange peel                                    curling, drying into itself. 

when my life is crafted for utility            and my families ask 
is my help a confession 
something between fear and desperation
where i put a tangerine                against my mouth
and try not to bite. something is missed. 
the want without the blood.

some mornings i awake tangled inside 
a cadaver pouch made out of silk       
the only task left for myself is a 
dutiful rotting              an endurance
with a smell that burns  at my sisters’ bedsides

our lives like a record of fractures 
some survive and others just forgotten

my useful life squeaks              between the canines
it sits on a swivel                 it gives people the wrong directions
i wonder if only to make the trip not end as soon? 
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i have never felt desired
i hold eyes for everything                         all my appetite
pools in buckets of rainwater 
that my sisters watch me collect each morning. they do not speak 

i dip my head in that tear in the sky                      ask for sweetness 
and taste ash                   
a savoury                death blooms             
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HYENAS

To police: social or communal organization. Obsolete. To police: what arrives in the 
night in the form of a hyena or a large shadow cast out of the mouth of a tyrant. To 
police: the forecast of a tornado—take two options: not here, or safe. To police: No 
de-escalation. To police: Everything in blue. To police: Blue uniform. To police: Blue 
bruised body. To police: Blue lights on the concrete. Today we are alive, tomorrow we 
are a disturbance. To police: but what are you going to do when you have a problem 
who will you call then, hmm? To police: I called you and I was killed. To police: I am 
called for and killed.

Imagine the alpine swift that spends days upon days suspended. Imagine only one half 
of your brain allowed to rest at a time. The other half, always alarm. Left to watch for 
predators. I can tell you that I call for no one except follow: a small chirp after days 
and days of migration. The alpine swift devours the sea, spends months never touching 
the earth. To police: perhaps I will come home alive and stay that way. All I am asking 
out of death is to find me without you. To allow the earth to work slowly. To lord, to 
find something, absolutely anything better to do. To allow a bullet to melt. 




